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During my recent presentation about Infrared Photography via ‘Zoom’, access to my website
was offline. The problem has been resolved by my website ‘host’ and everything works normally.
For those wishing to see details, the information is in the ‘Contents’ list of my Know-How
section under, ‘D’ and scroll down to Digital Infrared, etc, see screen-grab.
For completeness, the same information appears under ‘I’ and listed as ‘Infrared
Photography’.

www.crhfoto.co.uk

In the 2019 Scottish Landscape Photographer of the Year competition James Woodend has become Runner up in the ‘Your Vision’ Category with his
strangely beautiful image -

To see other winners - click on the link: below:https://www.slpoty.co.uk/winners-gallery-2019/
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After returning from Tierra del Fuego at the beginning of March we immediately went into
lockdown following government advice as we had passed through Rome during our return.
For two months I hardly touched my camera but over the past few weeks I have concentrated on taking images in my greenhouses and garden.
I began taking images of my plant collection especially as my cactus plants began to bloom
profusely, this began a three to four-week period of
.
I ended up with a catalogue of 248 focus stacked images, considering that each completed
image takes on average 30 images that is a total of 7,440 images, after the stack is
complete, I always delete the stack of images, keeping just the one finished result.
I have tried using Photoshop to stack them but with very little success, it really isn’t as good
as dedicated software for this purpose, Helicon Focus 7 is my preferred software for focus
stacking.
Here are a few focus-stacked images:-
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My plants have almost finished their flowering, with the odd exception so I began
experimenting with special effect hand held macro photography around the garden.
I started by placing a piece of clear polythene across my lens, held in place with a rubber
band then I experimented by folding the polythene and I did get a few reasonable results.
I expanded this experimentation with small bubble wrap, thin expanded foam sheets and
stainless-steel mesh. These were held in place by either rubber bands or small pieces of
Sellotape.
My preferred choice however, is large bubble wrap which I hold in place with again, a
rubber band. I position the wrap so that one bubble sits centrally on the lens I then cut out
that central bubble using a small pair of curved scissors.
Depending upon light conditions this method has produced some very pleasing results,
especially those that have a curved and faded outer edge to them.
This result does not always appear, I believe that is to do with direction of sunlight.
Below are a few photographs of the simple lens attachments that I have used and also a few
of the images I have produced:-
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Early adopters?
We thought we were early adopters with one of the earliest video digital still cameras, the
futuristically-shaped Canon Ion RC 260 (still in a cupboard somewhere!) but we weren't quite
as early as we thought - it seems the
got there before us!

Bidwell in the late
19th century.
Science Museum Group
Collection

In 1880, Shelford Bidwell had a remarkable idea—what if a picture could be
broken into pure information and transmitted as an electronic signal?
Shelford Bidwell was a researcher who specialised in selenium. He found that
selenium did strange things when light shone on it. If a selenium cell was wired
into a simple electrical circuit, with a battery that sent small electrical currents
down a wire, it would cause greater or lesser resistance when reacting to direct
light.
This meant that Bidwell could generate electrical patterns.
When no light shone on the selenium cell, a surge of electricity wound its way
around the circuit. When light did shine on it, the resistance increased and only a
small current was present. By varying the light, he could generate a Morse codelike intermittent signal.
Bidwell thought this could be used to transmit visual information.
The full article can be seen on the link below:https://www.scienceandmediamuseum.org.uk/objects-and-stories/first-digital-photos
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It's time to re-stock with images for the WCC Facebook page feed!
Whether or not you're on FB, please could you look out a few pictures for us to
feature. It would be great to have a wider range of contributors - and of course,
many thanks to our 'regulars'.
Please email your pics to me ASAP or WeTransfer if over 10MB.
Competition size is fine, preferably without watermark; title in filename if
applicable.

I look forward to a full mailbox!
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The following items are on sale in the Droitwich Salvation Army shop, 12 St Andrew’s Street, Droitwich, WR9
if interested in reserving/purchasing any of these: proceeds towards continu8DY. Please ring
ing the good work of the SA. (I may be able to help with a drop-off delivery if necessary.)
Title
Photography Yearbook 1990

Pub
Fountain
Press
Photography Yearbook 1996 Fountain
Press
Photography Yearbook 1998 Fountain
Press
Photography Yearbook 1993 Fountain
Press
The Complete Kodak Book of Hamlyn
Photography
Winning Pictures: 100 Ideas Kodak
for Outstanding Photographs
Tapestry of Life: Inner City
Aperture
portrait (Masters of
Publishing
Monochrome)
Robert Hale
The Art of Outdoor
Photography: Techniques for
the Advanced Amateur and
Professional Paperback
Color Vision: A
Amphoto
Photographer's Guide to
Understanding and Using
Color (Paperback)
BFO Books
Freelance Photographers'
Britain (How to shoot and sell
pictures of the British Isles)
(Hardcover)
OTHER
Lightbox, Jessops 823

Lang
Eng

Ed/Auth
Peter Wilkinson

condition
VG dj

Eng/Ger

Joseph Meehan

VG dj

Eng/Ger

Joseph Meehan

VG dj

Eng/Ger

Joseph Meehan

VG dj

Eng

Jack Tresidder

VG dj

Eng

Jeff Wignall

VG

Eng

Bob Moore, Cliff Like New,
Thompson
autographed

Eng

Boyd Norton

Like New

Eng

Joe Marvullo

Like New

Eng

Kevin
MacDonnell

Like New

Working,
good
condition

They also have a number of primarily ‘how-to’ books on film photography in good condition which we are
currently holding and listing for them; if you know of anyone who might be interested in them, please let me know.

Ruth Bourne
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Comet Neowise over Kempsey on Thursday evening
(16th July).
It is still there fairly low in the North West just after sunset between 10.00 and 11.00pm - so get out with your cameras!
He is hoping for a clear night to get a wide angle view of the
comet and the Malvern Hills.
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